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1. Mission
ULIS’ mission is to contribute to the national development through the pursuit of 
excellence in education, research, and the provision of quality services relevant to 
social demands. 

2. Vision
The University of Languages and International Studies (ULIS) becomes a 
prestigious training and research-oriented university in the region in terms of foreign 
language education, linguistics, international studies, and related social sciences
and humanities. 

3. Core Values
ULIS particularly values creativity, dynamics, honesty, responsibility, and capability
to work and gain success in a multicultural and competitive globalizing world.

4. Development philosophy: “Creating opportunities together”.
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GOVERNING BOARD

Organizational Structure

President
Dr. Do Tuan Minh

Vice President
Assoc. Prof. Dr. Ngo Minh Thuy

Vice President
Dr. Nguyen Xuan Long

Vice President
Assoc. Prof. Dr. Lam Quang Dong

Academic Faculties, 
Divisions, and School

Faculty of English Language Teacher  
Education

Faculty of English
Faculty of Linguistics and Culture of 

English-Speaking Countries
Faculty of French Language and 

Culture
Faculty of Russian Language and 

Culture
Faculty of Chinese Language and 

Culture
Faculty of Korean Language and 

Culture
Faculty of German Language and 

Culture
Faculty of Japanese Language and 

Culture
Faculty of Graduate Studies
Faculty of Language Education & 

Professional Development
Division of Educational Psychology
Division of Vietnamese Language 

and Culture
Division of Arabic Language and 

Culture
Foreign Language Specialized School
ULIS Middle School

Offices

General Administration Office
Personnel Organization Office
Academic Affairs Office
Science & Technology Office
Politics & Student Affairs Office
Cooperation & Development 

Office
Finance & Planning Office
Assets Management & 

Security Office
Inspection & Legal Affairs Office

Centers

Center for Quality Assurance
Center for Information 

Technology, Comunication &    
Learning Resources

Center for Language Testing and    
Assessment

Center for International 
Education

Center For Resources 
Development

Councils

Science & Training Council
Advisory Council for 

Cooperation & Development

Unions

Trade Union
Youth Union
Students’ Association
Former Faculty and Staff’s 

Association



11 Academic Faculties
3 Divisions
1 Foreign Language Specialized School
1 ULIS Middle School
9 Offices
5 Centers under the University
9 Centers under Departments
1 VNU Journal of Foreign Studies

809 Staff
640 Lecturers
159 Specialists
3 Professors
18 Associate Professors  
164 PhDs
302 Masters
43 Lecturers and specialists studying abroad
55 International Experts

24 Training courses
6158 Undergraduates 
2197 High school students
100 Middle school students 
223 International students
68 Doctoral students
508 Master’s students

The rate of employed students upon graduation: 97 %

Statistics in 2019
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Prominent activities and achievements
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ULIS Middle School and the Division of
Southeast Asian Languages & Cultures 
established.
On March 26th, 2019, President of Cau Giay District People’s
Committee signed Decision No. 668/QĐ-UBND on the 
establishment of ULIS Middle School (UMS) under the 
University of Foreign Languages and International Studies –
Vietnam National University, Hanoi (ULIS – VNU). Dr. Nguyen
Phu Chien was appointed the school’s first principal. With the
firm belief on its motto “Strong launch, bright future”, UMS is
poised to become a practice-oriented lower secondary 
educational institution of high teaching and learning quality. In
the first enrolment of the 2019-2020 school year, 94 students
were enrolled in UMS and divided into 4 classes. 

Before that, on January 24th, 2019, President of ULIS – VNU,
Dr. Do Tuan Minh signed a decision on the establishment of the
Division of Southeast Asian Languages & Cultures. The Division
has the function of teaching languages of Southeast Asian 
countries such as Thai and Laotian as second foreign 
languages to students of the University and help them to meet
social needs and the need to conduct scientific research on 
issues in the fields of foreign language education science, 
linguistics and international studies. So far, the Division has had
2 Thai lecturers and 2 Laotian lecturers.

After over a year of implementing the State-level research project
for the Northwest No. KHCN-TB.26X/13-18, commonly known to
ULISers as the Northwest project, the research team has fulfilled
the 5 main aims of the project. The entire team has focused on the
theoretical basis and practical survey on actual Chinese and 
English capacity and demand of the region in order to complete a
model of fostering foreign language competencies for Customs,
Foreign Relation, Tourism officials and Border Guards in the 
Northwest region so as to perform their duties in the trend of 
international integration. More importantly, the model will then be
full-fledgedly implemented in the whole Northwest region. The 
project yields 35 products, including 14 training programs and 21
sets of teaching-learning materials. This project is considered the
largest scale in terms of sciencific research of the University among
others.

The State-level research project for the Northwest
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The 6th Annual International Conference of
the Asian Association for Language 
Assessment successfully organized

On October 16th – 18th, 2019, ULIS – VNU solemnly held the
6th Annual International Conference of the Asian Association
for Language Assessment (AALA) under the topic “Language
Assessment: Principles, Policies and Practices”. AALA 
Conference 2019 – The largest Asian Language Assessment
Conference was organized by ULIS – VNU for the first time as
an official member of the Association. This year’s conference
was attended by about 200 delegates and speakers who were
experts, professors, researchers and lecturers in the field of
foreign language testing and assessment from 20 countries in
the world. The conference was filled with activities including
more than 70 papers delivered in plenary and parallel 
sessions out of 171 articles received from authors of 19 
countries and territories, 2 symposia, 15 poster-like 
presentations and 4 pre-conference workshops.

Anniversaries of establishment of departments successfully 
organized

In 2019, ULIS has successfully organized the 50th anniversary of the Foreign Language 
Specialized School on November 9th, 2019; 10th anniversary of the Faculty of English on 
November 16th, 2019 and the Faculty of Linguistics and Culture of English-Speaking Countries on
November 8th, 2019; and celebrated 25 years of Korean language teaching at ULIS.

These are all important events, marking milestones on the long-standing history of the University
in general and the departments in particular.
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Promulgating the project on renovating
teaching activities at high school, 
undergraduate and graduate levels.

Implementing the plan of renovating teaching activitie 
according to Instruction No. 278/HD - ĐHQGHN dated 
January 25th, 2019 by VNU, from February 2019 to April
2019, ULIS – VNU actively developed the project on 
renovating teaching activities at high school, undergraduate
and graduate levels.

On August 28th, 2019, the project on renovating teaching
activities at high school, undergraduate and graduate levels
at ULIS - VNU was officially issued. The project aims at 
improving the quality of training through renovating teaching,
learning, creative experience, and assessment activities 
toward approaching and applying advanced methods of 
foreign language and general education, thereby enhancing
ULIS’s attractiveness and competitivenes in training 
high-quality human resources in terms of foreign language
education, linguistics and  international studies.

Local cooperative programs 
effectively implemented

In the 2018-2019 school year, ULIS-VNU
supported 10 high schools in Lang Son
province, 4 high schools in Thanh Hoa
province and 3 middle schools in Cau Giay
District (Hanoi). The results show that ULIS
has helped these schools renovate the work
of fostering teaching activities of English
teachers and improving their English 
proficiency, improving the national high
school graduation exam results and the high
school entrance exam results of the above
schools. In the 2019-2020 school year, ULIS
will continue to implement such programs in
Ba Vi district (Hanoi) and some schools in
Hanoi.

These programs aim at delivering ULIS’s 
social responsibility in providing foreign 
language education development services in
localities, thereby improving the prestige and
trademark of the University. Whilst taking
part in the program, lecturers and students
have chances to better their skills and build
many teaching-learning materials 
simultaneously, thereby improving the 
research and testing capacity of the 
University.
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Air conditioning system in cooperation in
100% of classrooms and ULIS Co-working
space UTS in place

In 2019, ULIS carried out many activities of renovating and 
renewing its facilities. Specifically, 100% of classrooms were 
installed with the air-conditioning system; room 201-B3 was 
upgraded to become self-study space for students and ULIS 
co-working space for lecturers. In addition, facility improvement
include, amongst others:

- Completing the improvement of the road system and 
underground sewers on the campus, embellishing the campus with
more common spaces for staff and students, building a green,
clean and beautiful pedagogical environment.

- Repairing and embellishing the entire area of the Faculty of
French Language & Culture; Renovating the first floor of Block A2
to become a learning and working area of ULIS Middle School.

Fast-track programs according to Circular No 23/2014/TT-BGDĐT in
Japanese, Korean, Chinese, English, French and German languages
successfully recruited

In 2019, the University had 1500 students admitted and enrolled in different courses, including 6
fast-track programs in accordance with Circular No. 23/2014/TT-BGDĐT. While Japanese, 
Chinese and Korean Language majors only recruited students to study in the fast-track programs,
English, French and German language majors recruited students to either study in the fast-track or
standard programs. The University implemented many effective student counseling activities, 
resulting in 16,115 registrations including 4,541 who chose ULIS as their first option. The total
number of students admitted is 1,628, reaching 108.5%. The number of students enrolled in the
fast-track programs is 1,129.

In order to deliver better training activities in the fast-track programs, ULIS has carried out a lot of
renovations and creative measures. For example, the University has adjusted the undergraduate
curricula according to the new regulations (according to Official Letter No. 3056/ BGDĐT-GDĐH
dated July 19th, 2019 of the Ministry of Education and Training on implementation of the program
and syllabus of the Political Theory module and Decision No. 2078 /QĐ-ĐHQGHN dated July 3rd,
2019 of VNU President); added some new and optional modules to create more learning 
opportunities for learners. The teaching method for some new subjects has also been changed.
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University governance is renovated
through operation of one-stop 
administrative offices to serve
teachers, staff and students.

In 2019, in order to create favorable conditions for
staff and students to exchange and receive 
information, and settle administrative procedures
related to functional departments, ULIS started to
implement one-stop administrative system.

The temporary regulations for ULIS staff include 40
procedures (some procedures can be registered
online on the website 
http://ulis.vnu.edu.vn/ulisfasttrack), starting from
June 3rd, 2019.  The One-Stop Office for staff is
located on the first floor of Block A1.

The One-Stop Office for students is located in
Room 106, Block A1 to address 13 direct 
procedures and 5 online procedures can be settled
on the website http://uliser.ulis.vnu.edu.vn.

Congresses of the Party’s
Cells for the 2020-2022
tenure successfully 
organized in preparation for
the 19th Party congress of
the University. 

In December 2019, ULIS – VNU 
successfully organized the 21th 
Congresses of the Party’s Cells for the
2020-2022 tenure in preparation for the
19th Party Congress of the University for
the 2020 – 2025 tenure, which will be 
organized in March 2020. This is an 
opportunity for the cells to reflect over the
past 5 years and prepare their direction for
the next tenure.
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Laotian language course for ULIS staff in 2019

On March 26th, 2019, ULIS – VNU organized the opening ceremony of the first Laotian course for
its staff.

Laotian language classes are opened in accordance with the University’s policy of developing new
foreign languages. The Laotian classes are taught by two Laotian language teachers, including a
Laotian native. The course spans over 30 class hours. The University awarded 5 scholarships to
the staff with the best academic results.

From the 2019 – 2020 academic year, ULIS students can register to study Laotian as a second
foreign language.

ULIS is certified as satisfactory to the AUN-QA standards in the 
fast-track program in English. 

The undergraduate fast-track program in the English 
Language of ULIS - VNU has just been officially recognized
as satisfactory to the AUN-QA standards.

The program was accredited in December 2018 and is valid
until 2024. The certification was coded AP367VNUHNDEC18
on January 20th, 2019 by AUN-QA. The undergraduate 
fast-track program in the English Language is the first 
program in ULIS to meet the 3.0 standards. The program 
received a score of 4.9/7, the highest of all VNU's training
programs accredited in 2018.

This is considered very rare when 2 criteria (Criterion 4:
Teaching and Learning Methods; Criterion 5: Student 
Assessments) were said "No points need improving" by the
assessment team. Other criteria were also assessed as very
positive.
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Scientific conferences held: in 2019, ULIS continued to strengthen scientific and 
technological activities such as organization and co-organization of a number of conferences and
seminars: 2019 Annual National Conference on “Linguistics, Language Teaching and International
Studies in Vietnam”; International Conference on Korean Language and Literature Teaching in
Southeast Asia; 6th Annual International Conference of the Asian Association for Language 
Assessment; International Graduate Research Symposium for Master’s students and PhD 
students; International conference on the current situation and prospects of Korean learning and
research in Vietnam; International conference on Prince Ly Long Tuong; the 21st Academic Forum
on English Language Testing in Asia (AFELTA); Seminar on ‘sharing experiences on textbook
compilation’; Seminar on the orientations of ULIS research in the period of 2019–2025; etc.

6 issues of VNU Journal of Foreign
Studies published: in 2019, VNU 
Journal of Foreign Studies, an official and 
independent scientific publication of 
ULIS - VNU, published 6 issues, including 2
in Vietnamese and 4 in English.

SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY

Sci-CHAT forum launched: Launched in
October 2019, SCI - Chat
(www.ulis.vnu.edu.vn/sci-chat) is a cyberspace to
share knowledge of foreign language education
and international studies; create networks 
between educators; create an academic and
community of practice; Promote images of ULIS
lecturers and students; introduce science and
technology products of the University.
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Signing ceremonies with domestic and international partners held: in 2019, ULIS
continued to cement its cooperative and developmental activities with different institutions and 
departments within and without the country, including Paul-Valery Montpellier III University
(France); Yuan Ze University (Taiwan), Laval University (Canada), Cau Giay District People’s
Committee (Vietnam), Ba Vi District People’s Committee (Vietnam), Kwangwoon University
(Korea), BaekSeok (Korea), Carrot Global Company (Korea), Zhuang Zhi Education Group
(China), British Council in Vietnam, Luxgo Travel company (Vietnam), OEC (Vietnam), Viet Phong
company (Vietnam), KOFAIEE (Korea), Egroup (Vietnam), Academies Australasia College 
(Singapore), etc. These activities not only expand the University's partner network but also create
better opportunities for students to earn international degrees, study abroad, do internship abroad,
secure scholarships, etc.

ULIS, the destination of many special guests: as a
foreign language school, ULIS always receives great attention
from institutions, diplomatic agencies, international organizations
and large corporations. In the past year, the University was 
privileged to welcome Mr. Tanee Sangrat - Ambassador of the
Kingdom of Thailand to Vietnam; Mr. Antonion Alessandro - 
Ambassador of the Republic of Italy to Vietnam; Mr. Obaid
Saeed Bin Taresh Al-Dhaheri - Ambassador of UAE to Vietnam;
Mr. Moon Yong Lin – Former Minister of Korean Education; Mr.
Nguyen Ngoc Thuy - Egroup Chairman of Board of Directors /
Founder (Shark Tank); etc. 

Whether they came to visit, exchange, attend a ceremony, or
give a lecture, all the guests expressed their love toward ULIS.
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*French Space at ULIS – VNU officially opened: On February 22nd, 2019, the opening
ceremony of the French Space took place at ULIS-VNU. This is the first French space in Hanoi. Its
establishment results from the cooperation between ULIS and the Embassy of France in Vietnam.

According to the agreement signed on September 5th, 2018, ULIS-VNU and the Embassy of
France in Vietnam agreed to cooperate in establishing a space to introduce France and 
French-speaking community called ‘Espace France’ or ‘French Space’ in ULIS campus.

Since the beginning of its operation, volunteers working at the French Space have organized 
numerous activities for teachers and students, such as organization of thematic clubs for students,
organization of literary classes, organization of film screenings at Christmas and on Valentine Day,
amongst others.

Opening the Cooperation Office between ULIS and Taipei Office of Economy &
Culture: On April 5th, 2019, in Room 105, Block A4, the opening ceremony of the Cooperation
Office between ULIS – VNU and the Taipei Office of Economy and Culture in Vietnam was held.

The cooperation office between ULIS and Taipei Office of Economy and Culture operates for the
purpose of promoting the Chinese language, Taiwanese education and culture, including 
organizations of Chinese language classes, Chinese speaking contests, cultural events, Tests of
Chinese as a Foreign Language (TOCFL), short-term internship programs for students, activities
for improving Chinese language teaching capacity for teachers and so forth.

ULIS Facebook fanpage received the "Blue verification badge”: At the end of July
2019, the Facebook Fanpage of ULIS - VNU was verified by Facebook, with a mark that is the
only and official Fanpage of the University. 

The Fanpage of ULIS - VNU has the following URL: https://www.facebook.com/vnu.ulis/. This is
the only fanpage of the University, and is managed by staff of the Politics & Student Affairs Office
and the Center for Information Technology, Communication & Learning Resources.

Established in 2016, this fanpage is one of the official channels for posting information, 
announcements, photos and video clips about ULIS activities. Currently, the Fanpage has more
than 70,000 followers with thousands of access and interaction every day.

The verified Fanpage of ULIS helps the public at large to recognize the official Fanpage of the 
University, thereby accessing information more quickly and accurately.
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STUDENTS AFFAIRS
ULIS Psychology Center officially
opened: The Center was established on January
2nd, 2019 with the main missions of organizing and
implementing activities to support students and staff
suffering from psychological difficulties in their study
and life, and prevent and intervene (when 
necessary) any risky situations. The Center is 
responsible for finding appropriate solutions, 
minimizing possible negative impacts to make 
contributions to building a safe, healthy and friendly
educational environment, and preventing school 
violence.

ULIS students honored with a number of domestic and foreign awards: In 2019,
ULIS and FLSS students secured a number of awards such as champion at the 3rd Vietnamese
Slam poetry contest; Top Prizes in the writing competition about the European Union in 2018
under the theme “European Cultural Heritage – A global value for everyone“; winner in the “Toi
Ban Linh – I am confident” contest; full score 1000/1000 in the Microsoft Office Specialist World
Champion (MOSWC); high prizes in the Hanoi Open Mathematics Competition 2019 (HOMC),
high prizes in the “Miss & Mr VNU 2019” contest; etc.

ULIS students secure many honors at “Miss
& Mister VNU 2019” contest
On May 11th, 2019, the final night of “Miss &  Mister
VNU 2019” contest took place with the participation of
24 students, including 9 students from ULIS. All ULIS
students secured both the main and additional prizes,
particularly 5 students were named in the top 10, 
including Le Thi Ngoc Anh who won the title of Miss
VNU.

• Miss VNU: Le Thi Ngoc Anh
• 1st Miss Runner-Up: Nguyen Khanh Linh
• 1st Mr Runner-Up: Duong Cao Thai Son
• 2nd Mr Runner-Up: Trieu Duc Hai
• Compassionate Ambassador: Nguyen Mai Trang
• Intellectual Ambassador: Trinh Hoang Yen
• Communication Ambassador: Nguyen Phuong Thao
• Sports Ambassador: Trieu Duc Hai
• Candidate performed the most beautiful free-style
clothes: Nguyen Khanh Linh
• Candidates with the best party costumes: Duong Cao
Thai Son and Le Thi Ngoc Anh
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Support for talent-development: ULIS students are not only good at foreign languages but
also very talented. In order to help them develop their talents, have a playing ground to assert
themselves, and find jobs, the University organized a lot of support activities in 2019 such as 
presentation of scholarships of KEB HANA, Lotte, Shinnyo, Mitsubishi, Kumho Asiana, Yamada,
Embassy of Qatar in Vietnam, Han Soo Kong, French-Vietnamese Friendship Association, and so
on; introduction of student exchange programs with overseas education institutions; organization
of internship programs in Japan; organization of Job Fair; organization of ULIS Festival of 
Innovation – Research – Entrepreneurship (F.I.R.E); development of the University’s club network
system; organization of talent competitions; etc.

Active participation in community services: volunteering is one of the highlights in the
youth movement at ULIS. In 2019, ULIS students continued to contribute to the community
through the following activities: blood donation, contribution to building roads and cleaning martyrs'
cemeteries, organization of activities to pay tribute to heroic martyrs, presentation of gifts to 
families of preferential policies, etc. These activities strongly demonstrated the morals “Return
gratitude to those who have sacrificed for their nation” and “When you eat a fruit, think of the
grower who planted the tree”. These also highlight the revolutionary tradition, patriotism and 
national pride; raise the awareness and responsibility of young generations in constructing and
protecting the country; and strengthen the solidarity among brother institutions.



Hoạt động của sinh viên quốc tế: Là một
trường đào tạo chuyên về ngoại ngữ, ULIS là ngôi n h à
của nhiều sinh viên quốc tế, bao gồm: học sinh sinh v i ê n
tham gia các chương trình trao đổi (sinh viên ULIS và học
sinh Chuyên Ngoại ngữ cũng được trao đổi theo ch iều
ngược lại), sinh viên học đại học chính quy tại
trường, học viên tham gia các khóa bồi dưỡng tiếng V i ệ t

Enhance reading behavior: in 2019, Implementing
plans and key tasks in the school year of 2018-2019, 
responding to the Project of Developing Reading Culture
in the community until 2020 and orientation to 2030 on
education and training reform of the Ministry of Education
and Training, the Center for Information Technology,
Communication and Learning Resources (ULIS – VNU)
held Book Review Contest 2019. This competition is
aimed at raising students’ perception about and 
awareness of the value and importance of reading in
education; broadening their knowledge in the digital era;
promoting self-study and self-research spirit; building
reading habits and creating the interest in reading among
ULIS students. Launched in October 2018, the Contest
received great attention from both lecturers and students
of the University. Through 02 rounds of competition, the
Contest received 321 entries with various titles, 
categories and fields from the students. The 10 best
works made their ways into the Finale.
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Trade Union activities: in 2019, the Trade Union of ULIS recorded positive results on all 6
areas, political and ideological work; participation in the University’s administration; provision of
generous care to and protection of the legitimate rights and interests of officials, staff and 
employees; movement activities and social activities; women's work; development of the Trade
Union and the Party. The Trade Union also successfully organized anniversaries and events such
as Vietnamese Women's Day, Vietnamese Teachers' Day, International Children’s Day, ULIS Team
Buiding Day. Moreover, the Trade Union organized men's football tournament and gathered 
donation to support students with special circumstances, and a lot of other meaningful practical
activities. 

OTHER PROMINENT ACTIVITIES
ULIS co-working space UTS in place: on May 8th, 2019, ULIS – VNU held the opening
ceremony of the UTS – ULIS Teachers’ Space, which is a co-working space for its faculty in room
201, Block B3.
a
Delivering his congratulatory speech, President Do Tuan Minh said that the space was built with
the desire to create a place to ULIS lecturers to work and rest. The President hoped that all 
lecturers would make good use of this space to further develop their own abilities.

The co-working space was completed within 2 months. With a total area of about 131m2, the
space serves as a common workplace for faculty. ULIS teachers can enjoy a lot of modern and
free facilities here. The space is divided into 2 separate areas with all the previous brick walls 
replaced by glass windows which can provide users with beautiful views, overlooking all the green
trees and other buildings outside.
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Sheikh Zayed Library opened at ULIS: On March 18th,
2019, ULIS-VNU held the opening ceremony of Sheikh Zayed
Library. The library is located at Room 505, Block A1 and
opened with funding from UAE Embassy in Hanoi to support
Arabic teaching and learning activities at the University. This
can be considered the first Arabic library in Vietnam.

In his congratulatory remarks, Ambassador Obaid Saeed Bin
Taresh Al-Dhaheri affirmed the importance of education and the
role of teachers. He said, ‘UAE always supports Arabic language programs both at home and
abroad, including Vietnam, the country which has had diplomatic 
relations with UAE since 1993.’

Organization of a number of big festivals: in 2019, ULIS organized many festivals such as the
ULIS Japan Day, Korean Cultural Festival, International Arabic Language Festival, Laotian New
Year Bunpimay 2019, the 6th “Russian Melody in the Heart of Hanoi”, ULIS Festival of Innovation
– Research – Entrepreneurship (F.I.R.E), Job Fair, etc. In addition to the support for learning, 
research and employment, these festivals are opportunities for generations of lecturers, staff, 
students and alumni to exchange and connect with others. At the same time, these festivals 
popularize and promote the languages and cultures of different countries.

ULIS Facebook fanpage received the "Blue verification badge”: at the end of July
2019, the Facebook Fanpage of ULIS - VNU was verified by Facebook, with a mark that is the
only and official Fanpage of the University. The Fanpage of ULIS - VNU has the following URL:
https://www.facebook.com/vnu.ulis/. This is the only fanpage of the University, and is managed by
staff of the Politics & Student Affairs Office and the Center for Information Technology, 
Communication & Learning Resources.

Established in 2016, this fanpage is one of the official channels for posting information, 
announcements, photos and video clips about ULIS activities. Currently, the Fanpage has more
than 70,000 followers with thousands of access and interaction every day. The verified Fanpage of
ULIS helps the public at large to recognize the official Fanpage of the University, thereby 
accessing information more quickly and accurately.
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French Compound area put on a "new look": thanks to the financial support of alumni
of the Faculty of French Language and Culture, the French Compound with a 35-year history was
renovated and embellished during the summer of 2019.

Every year, the French Compound is the major avenue of many big events such as admission day
for new students, International Francophonie Day, job fairs, International cultural festival, 
international conferences, etc.

Clay-colored lotus petals painted on the entire wall made the area romantic and nostalgic. This is
also the original color of the French Compound more than 30 years ago. In addition, the 
Compound was  also added with modern equipment such as electric lights, air conditioners, LED
lights, etc.

Many collectives and individuals of the University receive certificates of merit:
ULIS - VNU was honored with the Certificate of Merit by the Ambassador of Japan to Vietnam,
Mr.Umeda Kunio for its contributions to the 45th anniversary of the diplomatic relation between
Vietnam and Japan (1973- 2018);

- Vice President of ULIS – VNU, Assoc. Prof. Ngo Minh Thuy was honored with a certificate of
merit from Japanese Minister of Foreign Affairs;

- Dean of the Faculty of Russian Language & Culture Dinh Thi Thu Huyen was awarded the prize
of the Russian Federal Cooperation Agency;

- FLSS received a certificate of merit from the Prime Minister.
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ULIS and Press

Key tasks in 2020

20

1. Politics and ideology: organizing the 19th Congress of the Party’s cells of
ULIS-VNU; developing action programs to implement the Congress’s Resolutions;
building a development Plan for ULIS - VNU in the period 2020 - 2025.

2. Training: continuing to implement the Project on renovating teaching 
activities at all levels; organizing effective training for fast-track programs at
university level.

3. Students’ affairs: continuing to implement the Project on renovation of 
practice, internship, and supplementary skill development for students of the
University; operating the "One-stop" model to increase the level of support and
service for students.

4. Science and Technology: deploying solutions to achieve the goals of the 
University's Science and Technology Development Strategy for the period of
2019-2025; giving priority to increasing the number and quality of appropriate
scientific research.

5. Development cooperation: increasing the number of international students,
foreign experts and lecturers; diversifying cooperation activities with ministries
and agencies.

6. University administration & Facilities - Equipment: strengthening the 
effectiveness of legal affairs; implementing the Project on improving leadership
and management capacity of managers at office, Faculty and center levels; 
continuing to implement the facilities and equipment plan of the University in
the 2016-2021 period.
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ULIS Trademark
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My Beloved ULIS
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Facilities
Accommodation
Consisting of 1,040 rooms in an area of 4,680 m2, ULIS 
dormitory is the residence of students of FLSS and ULIS, 
international students and other students of VNU. The dormitory
is located inside the campus with an open space, close to all
sorts of services, including restaurants, shopping malls, markets,
etc.

ULIS - SUNWAH Building 
Located in a prime location near the VNU gate, ULIS - SUNWAH
Building is modernly and luxuriously designed and fully equipped
for such purposes as organization of conferences, seminars, 
exhibitions and others. With the capacity of one large hall (180
seats), one large conference room (80 seats), two small 
conference rooms (30 seats), and VIP lounges, ULIS – SUNWAH
Building is a place that can meet demands for organizing 
numerous types of activities, events, festivals, parties, etc. 

Sports Complex
Put into operation and use since 2015, the Sports Complex of
ULIS meets all the demands for holding competitions and 
popular sports such as 7-player football, table tennis, volleyball,
badminton, tennis, gym, yoga, martial arts, and other collective
sports. Particularly, a gymnasium with a capacity of 1,500 people
and a 2,000 m2 outdoor courtyard will be the ideal place to 
organize large-scale events.

Self-study space 
Opened in December, 2018, the self-study space is a learning
place for ULIS students. With an eye-catching decoration and 
organization, this is a tailor-made space for study and group 
activities.

ULIS – ZONE7
As a canteen for the University’s staff, lecturers and students,
ZONE7 always fulfills its non-profit goals with criteria of safety,
delicacy and convenience. With a team of skilled chefs and staff,
and in combination with comfortable and cozy facilities, ZONE7
can absolutely meet the requirements of customers within and
without the University in terms of Vietnamese gastronomy.

Lecture rooms
The University has over 200 high standard lecture rooms, which
are arranged at 5 lecture areas fully-equipped with 
air-conditioners, projectors and speaker system. Particularly, a 
lecture hall is equipped with 400 laptops and interpretation
booths, and a rich library with more than 35,000 books. The 
University’s lecture halls can respond to an examination of up to
6,000 candidates. In addition, the lecture halls can meet all the
teaching and learning activities outside the office hours.
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